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Free Guide

Welcome

Welcome to your
LIFF 2020 Guide
We love sharing films with audiences through Leeds
International Film Festival and we are thrilled to be able to
present a programme this year in venues and on our new
streaming platform Leeds Film Player. Our regular programme
sections for new films – Official Selection, Cinema Versa,
Fanomenon, and Leeds Short Film Awards – return with
the same dedication to diverse filmmaking from the UK
and around the world.
We have worked very closely with our fantastic venue
partners – Leeds Town Hall, Vue Cinemas and City Varieties
in partnership with Hyde Park Picture House – to provide a
safe LIFF 2020 experience and we are launching Leeds Film
Player for anyone to view films from home anywhere in the
UK. We can’t wait to share LIFF 2020 with you wherever
you join us.
Leeds Film Team
leedsfilm.com
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Visit leedsfilm.com for full location and access details for all venues.

Venue Safety Information
The venues have been operating with
safety measures in place since re-opening
including social distancing, requiring face
coverings unless exempt, providing hand
sanitiser stations, cleaning of seating and
other surfaces after every show, and
displaying NHS QR code posters. We have
introduced additional seating measures for
LIFF 2020 including extra distancing between
seats and maximum group bookings of two
people except for Leeds Young Film Festival
family screenings.
Details of safety measures in place for each
venue will appear on your e-ticket when
you book a film and please take note of the
guidance and requirements before your visit.

LIFF EXPLORER £50
£50 for the pass including 6 feature film
tickets + £5 for every ticket after that.
Unfortunately due to current limitations
we are unable to offer a full Explorer
Gold pass this year.
LIFF LITE £40
£40 for 6 feature film tickets.
This very popular pass returns for LIFF 2020
– all 6 tickets need to be purchased in one
transaction and up to 2 can be booked per
screening.
LIFF BUZZ £30
£30 for 6 feature film tickets for under-26s.
All 6 tickets need to be purchased in one
transaction and up to 2 can be booked per
screening. Please select ‘under 26’ tickets
when making online bookings.

How to Book
Online: leedsfilm.com
Over the phone: 0113 376 0318
(Lines open: before 3 November,
10am–4pm Monday to Friday; from 3–19
November, 10am–6pm Monday to Saturday,
Sunday 10am-4pm)

Cancellation policy
If a screening is cancelled, you will have
three options: receive a refund less the
booking fee; receive credit for the full
amount for another screening of any film;
select a different screening of the same film.
NHS Test & Tracing
Customer contact details and the time you
are present at screenings will be recorded for
NHS Test and Trace purposes. In accordance
with NHS requirements this information will be
held for 21 days and, if asked, we will provide
them to NHS Test and Trace. Please see our
privacy policy during the booking process
for more details.

Leeds Film Player
Our new streaming platform Leeds Film Player
will be live during LIFF 2020 with the majority
of this year’s programme available to rent.
The films available on the Player are marked
in the schedule and programme sections of
this guide. The Player can be accessed via
leedsfilm.com once it is live.
Feature films on the Player will cost £6 to rent,
short film programmes £3, and Leeds Young
Film Festival family features £3. There will also
be discounted packages for renting multiple
films. You will need to set up an account on
the Player to be able to rent films.
Most of the films available on the Player can
be rented at any time during LIFF 2020, with
a small number of exceptions – please see
the schedule in this guide for more details.
Some of the films will have a maximum
number of rentals available.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

We are presenting the LIFF 2020 programme
at Leeds Town Hall, Vue at The Light and City
Varieties. At the magnificent Leeds Town Hall
we are screening films in Victoria Hall, at Vue
we are using three screens all with new luxury
spacious seating, and we are partnering with
Hyde Park Picture House on bringing LIFF
2020 to their sister venue City Varieties.
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Feature films £9/£7.50*
* Concessions: students, over 60s, under 16s,
registered unemployed, registered disabled,
Leeds Card.
Short film programmes £5
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Booking Information

Venues

Leeds Town Hall
The Headrow,
Leeds LS1 3AD
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Leeds Short Film Awards

City Varieties

18:00 Sun Children: LIFF 2020 109’

16:30 Anne at 13,000 ft

122’ V+O

19:45 Relic

89’

Leeds Film Player
All features and shorts programmes
marked with ‘O’ are available online
on the Leeds Film Player for the duration
of LIFF 2020 except for two films marked
‘O*’ where date variations apply. Please
see notes below in this column for films
marked ‘O*’.

V

16:30 About Endlessness

78’

V

15:30 Sun Children: LIFF2020 109’

V

19:00 Mogul Mowgli

90’

V

19:30 About Endlessness

78’

V

19:30 TtB Presents: Peninsula 116’

V

14:00 Arracht

86’

V+O

14:30 Meanwhile on Earth

72’

V+O

16:45 A Lover’s Discourse:... 100’ V+O

16:30 New Order

V

13:00 Leeds Queer Short Film 94’

V+O

16:30 Balloon

102’ V+O

17:15 Bring Down the Walls 88’

V+O

19:30 Black Sun: International... 84’

20:00 David Bryne’s American...105’

V

16:00 Leeds Queer Short Film 94’

V+O

Sun 8 Nov
Mon 9

19:45 Assassins

104’

11:00 Black Milk

91’

V+O

V

V

11:30 Andrey Tarkovsky...

97’

V+O

10:30 The Lunnis... FairyTale... 93’

11:00 And Tomorrow the...

111’ V+O

10:00 Liz and the Blue Bird

90’

V

14:30 Kubrick by Kubrick

73’

V+O

13:00 Sune: Best Man

88’

V+O

15:00 Love Affair(s)

122’

V

13:00 Wolfwalkers

100’

V

16:30 Two of Us

17:00 Collective

109’

15:30 The Bear’s Famous...

81’

V+O

19:00 Delete History

110’

V

16:15 Ammonite

120’

V

19:45 High Ground

104’ V+O

10:30 Wolfwalkers

100’

V

90’

V

19:30 The Stylist

105’

11:00 Arracht

86’

13:30 Balloon

V

20:00 Mind the Gap:...

V

86’

V+O

V+O

11:30 Bring Down the Walls 88’

V+O

10:30 Sheep and Wolves:...

102’ V+O

14:00 Downstream to Kinshasa 90’

V+O

16:30 Curveball - A True Story 108’ V+O

17:00 Assassins

104’

19:30 Slalom

92’

V

20:00 Meanwhile on Earth

72’

14:00 Black Milk

91’

V+O

14:30 Collective

109’

16:30 Two of Us

99’ V+O*

V

74’

11:45 Anne at 13,000 ft

75’

13:00 Rocca Changes theWorld100’ V+O

15:00 And Tomorrow the...

111’ V+O

13:45 Liz and the Blue Bird

16:00 2040

19:00 Dear Comrades

116’ V+O

16:45 The Human Voice +Q&A 76’

92’

V+O
V+O

V+O

V+O

19:30 Beauty Water

V

13:00 Sherlock Jr. with Live... 45’

V+O

V+O

13:30 World Animation Comp 83’

V+O

V+O

15:45 Delete History

110’

V

16:30 World Animation Comp 79’

V+O

19:15 One Day in the Life of... 113’ V+O

19:45 Andrey Tarkovsky...

97’

V+O

19:45 David Byrne’s American...105’

V

19:30 The Trouble with Nature 95’

V+O

14:00 Balloon

102’ V+O

14:30 Downstream to Kinshasa 90’

V+O

13:30 Polish Animation Focus 96’

V+O

16:45 The Stylist

105’

V

17:15 Kubrick by Kubrick

73’

V+O

16:30 World Animation Comp 97’

V+O

20:00 Slalom

92’

V

19:30 Assassins

104’

19:30 Honey Cigar

100’

* T wo of Us is available online on the
Leeds Film Player until 9th November.

V

85’

17:15 The Longest Revolution 85’

V

* T wo of Us is available online on the
Leeds Film Player until 9th November.

Some films are available online
only on the Leeds Film Player:
Night-in of the Dead (see above),
Depth Perceptions, Leeds Music Video
Competition, The Twentieth Century,
and Snow White and the Magic
of the Dwarves.

V

Schedule continues on page 8 & 9
Official Selection

Cinema Versa

Fanomenon

Leeds Short Film Awards

Leeds Young Film Festival

Official Selection

Cinema Versa

Fanomenon

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318
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120’

V+O

99’ V+O*

V

19:00 Ammonite

13:30 Curveball - A True Story 108’ V+O

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

Tue 10

19:15 Curveball - A True Story 108’ V+O

Thu 5

Thu 5

V

Sat 7 Nov

90’

Fri 6 Nov

V

16:00 Mogul Mowgli

88’

Leeds Young Film Festival

Tue 9

Leeds Town Hall

Fanomenon

Wed 4

Cinema Versa

Fri 6 Nov

Vue in The Light: Screen 4

Official Selection

Sat 7 Nov

Vue in The Light: Screen 12

Leeds Young Film Festival

Sun 8 Nov

Leeds Short Film Awards

Tue 9

Vue in The Light: Screen 11

Fanomenon

Mon 9

Cinema Versa

Tue 10

Official Selection

Wed 4

leedsfilm.com

V = In Venues, O = Online

Schedule

LIFF 2020 Schedule

Screenings and events start at or shortly after the advertised times
– there are no adverts or trailers.

Leeds Short Film Awards

Leeds Young Film Festival

7

Leeds Short Film Awards

109

V

16:30 The Intruder

90’

V

13:30 Beauty Water

85’

V+O

19:45 Andrey Tarkovsky...

97’

V+O

20:00 New Order

88’

V

16:30 The Human Voice +Q&A 76’

V

19:30 The Stylist

105’

20:15 Meanwhile on Earth

72’

V+O

14:00 Arracht

86’

14:30 Where Were We?: Doc...94’

V+O

15:00 Dear Comrades

116’ V+O

13:00 The Trouble with Nature 95’

16:30 One Day in the Life...

113’ V+O

17:30 Mind the Gap: ...

86‘

V+O

19:00 Love Affair(s)

122’

16:00 Honey Cigar

100’

V

17:00 Black Milk

91’

V+)

20:00 Glimpses of Maturity

97’

V+O

19:15 Save Yourselves!

93’

V

19:30 Slalom

92’

V

14:00 Fanomenon Horror Shorts 86’

V+O

14:30 Where Were We?:...

94’

V+O

16:45 Fanomenon Sci-Fi Shorts 88’

V+O

17:15 76 Days

93’

V

20:00 The Mole Agent

84’

V

V
V+O

11:30 The Republics

83’

V+O

V+O

14:30 76 Days

93’

V

17:30 The Republics

83’

V+O

20:00 76 Days

93’

V
V+O

11:00 Fanomenon Sci-Fi Shorts 89’

V+O

11:30 Where Were We?: Doc...94’

13:30 Fanomenon Horror Shorts 86’

V+O

14:00 Sisters with Transistors

90’

16:30 Caveat

88’

V+O

17:00 The Mole Agent

84’

19:30 The Skin

90’

V+O

20:00 Sisters with Transistors

90’

V

14:00 Kill it & Leave This Town 88’

19:30 The Whaler Boy

93’

V

V

119’ V+O

13:30 Film Africa 2020...

90’

V+O

19:45 Family Unties: Inter...

20:30 Dune Drifter

98’

16:30 Film Africa 2020 2...

87’

V+O

19:30 Supernova

93’

V

104’ V+O

V+O

10:30 Cattle Hill

65’

V+O

11:30 The Columnist

86’

V+O

10:30 Never Gonna Give You... 84’

V+O

13:00 Romy’s Salon

90’

V+O

15:00 The Reckoning

110’ V+O

13:30 Never Gonna Give You... 84’

V+O

16:00 The Arctic Camels

77’

V+O

19:00 Detention

102’ V+O

16:30 Screendance Film Comp 73’

V+O

19:30 Save Yourselves!
10:30 Captain Sabretooth...

82’ V+O*

11:30 The Intruder

90’

V

13:00 Team Marco

90’

V

15:00 Quo Vadis, Aida?

V

15:30 Club of Ugly Children 90’

V+O

18:45 Another Round

101’

V

13:30 Supernova

115’

V

16:30 Yorkshire Short Film Comp... 86’ V+O

14:30 The Republics

83’

V+O

V

17:15 Other Like Me

82’

V

13:00 The General with Live... 67’
16:00 One Of These Days

119’ V+O

19:30 Caveat

88’

V+O

20:00 The Mole Agent

84’

V

20:00 The Columnist

86’

V+O

14:00 The Skin

90’

V+O

14:30 Other Like Me

82’

V

15:30 The Columnist

86’

V+O

16:30 Synchronic

96’

V

17:00 Sisters with Transistors

90’

V

19:00 Another Round

115’

V

19:30 The Whaler Boy

93’

V

20:00 Other Like Me

82’

V

15:30 Nomadland: Closing Film108’

V

19:15 Nomadland: Closing Film108’

V

Cinema Versa

Fanomenon

Leeds Short Film Awards

Leeds Young Film Festival

Official Selection

101’

V

All features and shorts programmes
marked with ‘O’ are available online
on the Leeds Film Player for the duration
of LIFF 2020 except for two films marked
‘O*’ where date variations apply.

V

Cinema Versa

93’

V

*C
 aptain Sabretooth is available online
on the Leeds Film Player on 14th & 15th
November.

Some films are available online only
on the Leeds Film Player: Night-in of the
Dead (see above), Depth Perceptions,
Leeds Music Video Competition,
The Twentieth Century, and Snow
White and the Magic of the Dwarves.

V

Wed 18

V+O

96’

93’

The Fanomenon Night-in of the Dead
marathon is available online only on
the Leeds Film Player from 11pm on
13th November until the end of LIFF 2020.
For the full film line-up, please check the
Fanomenon section in this guide or on
leedsfilm.com.

V

10:30 Yorkshire Short Film Comp... 86’ V+O

19:30 Supernova

20:00 Quo Vadis, Aida?

93’

V

16:30 Synchronic

Official Selection

V+O

16: 30 One of These Days

16:30 Leeds Short Film Awards Win...V+O

8

104’ V+O

17:00 Madness and Civilisation105’ V+O

Thu 19

Tue 17

Sat 14 Nov

V+O

16:30 Kill it & Leave This Town 88’

11:00 Kill it & Leave This Town 88’

Sun 15 Nov

V

Mon 16

96’

19:15 High Ground

Many features have limited views
available online on the Leeds Film
Player and we recommend booking
those early on during LIFF 2020 before
they sell out. There are no limited views
for the short film programmes.

Fanomenon

Leeds Short Film Awards

Leeds Young Film Festival

Thu 12 Nov

14:30 Collective

113’ V+O

Fri 13

86’

16:30 One Day in the Life...

Wed 11

Leeds Film Player

Fri 13

City Varieties

Leeds Young Film Festival

Sat 14 Nov

Leeds Town Hall

Fanomenon

Sun 15 Nov

Cinema Versa

14:00 Arracht

19:30 Synchronic

V+O

Vue in The Light: Screen 4

Official Selection

Mon 16

Vue in The Light: Screen 12

Leeds Young Film Festival

Tue 17

Leeds Short Film Awards

Wed 11

Vue in The Light: Screen 11

Fanomenon

Wed 18

Cinema Versa

Thu 19

Official Selection

Thu 12 Nov

leedsfilm.com

V = In Venues, O = Online

Schedule

LIFF 2020 Schedule

Screenings and events start at or shortly after the advertised times
– there are no adverts or trailers.
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leedsfilm.com

Official Selection

In Official Selection we present some of the most
anticipated films of the year alongside exciting
discoveries from new filmmaking talent. Don’t miss
award-winners and audience favourites from other
film festivals like our powerful opening film Sun Children
from Iranian filmmaker Majid Majidi and Chloé Zhao’s
beautiful, lyrical Nomadland, which closes LIFF 2020.
We are presenting UK Premieres for some of the most
acclaimed films from the recent Venice Film Festival
including Dear Comrades from Russian master Andrey
Konchalovsky and Bosnian filmmaker Jasmila Žbanić’s
remarkable Quo Vadis, Aida?.

Ammonite

Official
Selection

12

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

We are also delighted to present Yorkshire filmmaker
Francis Lee’s eagerly-awaited Ammonite and The Trouble
with Nature starring Leeds-born actor and musician
Antony Langdon.

13

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Thu 5 Nov 16:30 & 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Roy Andersson | Sweden, Germany, Norway, France | 2019 | 1hr 18min | Swedish with subtitles
The latest from Swedish master Roy Andersson is
a characteristically deadpan series of existential
sketches, all shot with painstaking minimalist precision.
Building on the success of his acclaimed ‘living’ trilogy,
About Endlessness retreats a little from the absurdist
humour of its predecessors with brief snapshots of gentle
warmth to temper the darker sequences. Scenes of a
priest, tormented by dreams of his own crucifixion are
interspersed with a spontaneous dance routine outside
a cafe and a father stooping to tie his daughter’s
shoelaces in the rain.

Ammonite

Official Selection

About Endlessness

In Venues

CITY VARIETIES Fri 6 Nov 19:00 & Sat 7 Nov 16:15 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Francis Lee | UK | 2020 | 2hr | English

Enjoy live events
safely
www.leedstownhall.co.uk • #leedsstaysafe

Kate Winslet and Saoirse Ronan star in Yorkshire
born Francis Lee’s highly anticipated follow up to
God’s Own Country. Ammonite is a fictionalised biopic
of 19th century paleontologist Mary Anning reimagined
as a tender and subtle romance between two women.
Set on Dorset’s breathtaking Jurassic Coast, Mary
(Winslet) devotes her days to finding and cataloguing
fossils. Rejected by the male-dominated scientific
community, she lives a solitary life until she meets
Charlotte (Ronan), whose husband leaves her to
recover her health by the sea, and the pair discover
a forbidden passion.

And Tomorrow the Entire World

In Venues

Online

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sat 7 Nov 11:00 & Sun 8 Nov 15:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Julia von Heinz | Germany, France | 2020 | 1hr 51min | German with subtitles

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

Julia Von Heinz’s immersive thriller follows 20-year-old
Luisa, who leaves her wealthy parents to study law,
but soon finds herself joining a subdivision of Antifa.
The group are drawn together by their will to fight
against a continued rise of neo-Nazis across Germany.
When things escalate, the group clash over the use
of violence. As Luisa struggles to understand whether
her actions are motivated by political convictions or
her feelings for one of the members, she must decide
what to do when the ideological fight against fascism
becomes concrete.

15

leedsfilm.com

In Venues

Online

LEEDS TOWN HALL Wed 4 Nov 16:30 & Sun 8 Nov 11:45 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Kazik Radwanski | Canada | 2019 | 1hr 15min | English with English subtitles

In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sun 15 Nov 18:45 & Tue 17 Nov 19:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Thomas Vinterberg | Denmark | 2020 | 1hr 55min | Danish with subtitles

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Fri 6 Nov 14:00 & Sun 8 Nov 11:00 & Wed 11 Nov 14:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Tom Sullivan | Ireland | 2019 | 1hr 26min | Irish Gaelic

Tibet’s leading director, Pema Tseden has made his
best film yet with Balloon, a poignant tale of faith
and modernity. Combining gentle comedy and
serious drama, he creates an intimate portrait of
three generations of one family living in the Tibetan
grasslands in the 1980s. The balloon of the title is
actually a condom, unknown to the two boisterous
sons, but important to their parents in the wake of the
new Chinese family planning laws. It sparks a series
of embarrassing incidents that threaten to break up
the harmonious family.

Black Milk

In Venues

Online

Tom Sullivan’s striking gaelic language debut captures
the desperation of the 1840’s potato famine on the
spectacular shores of Ireland’s west coast. Fisherman
Colmán Sharkey works hard to provide for his family.
At the behest of the local priest, he welcomes Patsy,
a former soldier with a dark past, into his home.
No good deed goes unpunished. As land taxes rise
and crops rot, Colmán confronts his Landlord, but the
night ends in deadly violence and Colmán is forced
into exile, leaving him in search of redemption.

Writer and director Uisenma Borchu takes on the
role of Wessi, a woman who returns to the steppes
of Mongolia from Germany to reconnect with her sister
and the traditions she once left behind. Free-spirited
Wessi is immediately drawn to the nomadic life and
to their mysterious older neighbour, but her forthright
sexuality is both shocking and fascinating to the
pregnant, more conservative Ossi. As the pair clash
over cultural expectations and patriarchal traditions,
Wessi discovers a radical sense of self.

Curveball — A True Story, Unfortunately

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Fri 6 Nov 19:15 & Sat 7 Nov 13:30 & Sun 8 Nov 16:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Johannes Naber | Germany | 2020 | 1hr 48min | German & Arabic with subtitles & English
A sharply written and bitterly funny political satire
from Germany based on an obscure true story that
became one of the main catalysts for the Iraq War.
Hapless bioweapons expert Wolf is obsessed with
the idea that Iraq is producing anthrax. His superior
assigns him as case officer for Iraqi asylum seeker
Rafid Alwan who claims to have worked for Saddam
Hussein’s bioweapons programme. Despite the shaky
provenance, Rafid, nicknamed ‘Curveball’ becomes
a valuable asset in an increasingly absurd chain
of events driven by political advantage rather than
the truth.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Sat 7 Nov 11:00 & Mon 9 Nov 14:00 & Thu 12 Nov 17:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Uisenma Borchu | Mongolia, Germany | 2020 | 1hr 31min | Mongolian & German with subtitles

Another Round is the latest film from Thomas Vinterberg,
the Danish director of Festen and The Hunt. There is an
obscure theory that we should have been born with a
small amount of alcohol in our blood and that modest
inebriation opens our minds more to the world around
us. Intrigued, Martin (Mads Mikkelsen) and three of
his friends, all weary high school teachers, embark
on a risky experiment to maintain a constant level of
intoxication throughout the workday. ‘At once sobering
and liberating, Another Round is a sincere reflection
on aging, friendship, and life itself.’ (The Spool)

Arracht

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 11 Fri 6 Nov 16:30 & Sun 8 Nov 13:30 & Tue 10 Nov 14:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Pema Tseden | China | 2019 | 1hr 42min | Chinese & Tibetan with subtitles

Featuring a magnetic central performance from Deragh
Campbell, Anne at 13,000 ft is a mesmerising, fast
paced indie drama tracking one young woman’s
frightening descent into mental instability. After single,
twenty something daycare worker Anne goes skydiving
at a friend’s bachelorette party, her life soon goes
into freefall too. A series of awkward social interactions
and increasingly self-destructive behaviour threaten
to derail both her work and personal life. Director Kazik
Radwanski keeps the freewheeling energy high in an
escalating series of confrontational scenes with excellent
hand held camera work throughout.

Another Round

16

Balloon

Official Selection

Anne at 13,000 ft

17

leedsfilm.com

In Venues

Online

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sun 8 Nov 19:00 & Thu 12 Nov 15:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Andrey Konchalovskiy | Russia | 2020 | 1hr 56min | Russian with subtitles & English

Kill It and Leave This Town

In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Sat 7 Nov 19:45 & Wed 11 Nov 19:15 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Stephen Maxwell Johnson | Australia | 2020 | 1hr 44min | English, Yolngu Matha with subtitles

Mariusz Wilczynski’s astonishing debut feature
is a deeply personal, hand drawn animation, over
a decade in the making. The dreamlike images are
exorcising ghosts from his past growing up in Lodz
during the communist era in 1970s Poland. The town
is full of alienated souls, literary characters, comic
book heroes, family and friends who wander through
a gloomy, industrial labyrinth, enacting scraps
of memories and dreams. A dark, surrealist satire,
the film conjures nightmarish images from scratchily
inked scraps of paper, orchestrated in an expansive
and unique cinematic style.

Love Affair(s)

In Venues

18

Kamir Aïnouz’s impassioned semi-autobiographical
debut follows Selma, a headstrong French-Algerian
teenager, trapped between countries and cultures.
Seventeen- year-old Selma lives in Paris with her
very traditional and patriarchal Algerian parents.
As they start discussing her marriage prospects, Selma
experiences a sexual awakening when she falls for
her new classmate, Julien. As the family dynamic
shifts and Islamist rebel groups start to take over her
homeland, Selma begins to discover the power of her
own desire and what it means to become a free woman.

Selected for this year’s Cannes Film Festival, Love
Affair(s) is a charming romantic comedy about the many
practical and philosophical challenges of love. Waiting
for her boyfriend François to join her in the French
countryside, pregnant Daphne is left to entertain his
handsome cousin Maxime. Alone together over four
days Daphne and Maxime offer up increasingly
intimate insights into their relationships both past
and present. Director Emmanuel Mouret playfully
weaves together the stories, presenting a wide range
of perspectives on love, sex and infidelity.

Mogul Mowgli

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 11 Thu 5 Nov 16:00 & 19:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Bassam Tariq | UK | 2020 | 1hr 30min | Urdu with subtitles & English
Riz Ahmed’s intensely committed performance drives
the compelling culture-clash drama Mogul Mowgli,
which he also co-wrote with director Bassam Tariq.
He plays young British rapper Zed who is forced
to move back in with his family when a crippling illness
strikes just before his big break, an international tour.
An unexpected return to the traditions of his conservative
Pakistani parents refuels father-son tension and brings
on a crisis of identity and a fascinating counterpoint to
the provocative content of his dynamic rap performances.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

CITY VARIETIES Tue 10 Nov 19:30 & Thu 12 Nov 16:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Kamir Aïnouz | Algeria, France, Belgium, Qatar | 2020 | 1hr 40min | French & Berber with subtitles

In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sat 7 Nov 15:00 & Thu 12 Nov 19:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Emmanuel Mouret | France | 2020 | 2hr 2min | French with subtitles

High Ground is a gripping colonialist revenge thriller
set just after the First World War, spectacularly shot
in the Australian outback. Ex-sniper Travis recruits
the indigenous 19-year old Gutjuk, to track down his
uncle, the leader of the Aboriginal mob that terrifies
the Territory. Travis is forced to trust his new recruit and
teach him to survive, while Gutjuk must risk everything
to find his place between two worlds. Director Stephen
Johnson worked closely with Aboriginal communities
to develop a story that realistically and movingly brings
their history to light.

Honey Cigar

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Sat 14 Nov 11:00 & 16:30 & Mon 16 Nov 14:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Mariusz Wilczynski | Poland | 2020 | 1hr 28min | Polish with subtitles & English

Russian master Andrei Konchalovsky returns with
his most compelling film in years. Dear Comrades
is a stylish and clinical expose of Soviet oppression
in a small provincial town in 1962. It’s also a gripping
personal story centred on one family. Loyal Communist
Party official Lyuda is shocked to learn about a strike
at the local factory, including her own daughter who
is now missing. As the situation spirals out of control,
Lyuda begins a desperate search through curfews,
mass arrests, and the authorities’ ruthless attempts
to cover up state violence.

High Ground

In Venues

Official Selection

Dear Comrades
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In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Fri 6 Nov 16:30 & Wed 11 Nov 20:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Michel Franco | France, Mexico | 2020 | 1hr 28min | Spanish with subtitles

One of These Days

In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Thu 19 Nov 15:30 & 19:15 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Chloé Zhao | USA | 2020 | 1hr 48min | English

A searing tragicomic drama set in a sweltering southern
town, where the annual ‘Hands on the Truck’ contest
gives twenty contestants the chance to win a brand new
pick-up truck. The last one touching the vehicle is the
winner. This can literally take days with constant media
attention, underhand tactics and trash talking to contend
with along the way. Joe ‘Peaky Blinders’ Cole puts
in an intense performance as brittle family man Kyle
alongside ample support from Carrie Preston and
a surprising cameo from cult songwriter Bill Callahan.

Quo Vadis, Aida?

In Venues

Online

Set in 1961 in Kapuivik, an island in the Canadian
arctic, One Day in the Life of Noah depicts a pivotal
day in the life of an Inuit seal hunter. While out on
a hunting trip with his community, Noah is visited by
a white man known as Boss, who insists he must move
his family to a settlement. A long and fraught
conversation ensues, mediated by an Inuit translator.
This engrossing three-way exchange, full of
misunderstandings and humourous mistranslations,
is brilliantly acted and a poignant depiction of the
colonising process.

Deftly balancing an intimate personal story and a
large-scale dramatisation of a historical tragedy,
Jasmila Zbanic has made one of the best films of the
year with the riveting Quo Vadis, Aida? Bosnia 1995.
Aida is a translator for the UN when the Serbian army
takes over Srebrenica, her hometown. Her husband
and sons are among the thousands of citizens looking
for shelter in an overburdened UN camp. As an
insider to the negotiations Aida has access to crucial
information but can she do her job and protect her
family?

Slalom

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 11 Sun 8 Nov 19:30 & Tue 10 Nov 20:00 & Thu 12 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Charlène Favier | France, Belgium | 2020 | 1hr 32min | French with subtitles
Selected for Cannes 2020, Charlène Favier’s debut is
a gripping coming-of-age drama set in an elite French
ski school. 15 year-old Lyz is accepted into a ski school
whose aim is to train future professional athletes. While
there she relentlessly pushes her body to the limit in
pursuit of athletic excellence. Merciless instructor Fred
puts her through a grueling routine, and under his
influence, Lyz will have to endure more than the physical
and emotional pressure of the training. Will Lyz’s
determination help her escape his grip?

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

VUE SCREEN 11 Mon 9 Nov 19:15 & Wed 11 Nov 16:30 & Thu 12 Nov 14:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Zacharias Kunuk | Canada | 2019 | 1hr 53min | Inuktitut with subtitles & English
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In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sun 15 Nov 15:00 & Wed 18 Nov 20:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Jasmila Zbanic | Bosnia & Herzegovina | 2020 | 1hr 41min | Multiple languages with subtitles & English

Following the economic collapse of a company town
in rural Nevada, Fern (Frances McDormand) packs
her van and sets off on the road exploring a life outside
of conventional society as a modern-day nomad. The
third feature film from director Chloé Zhao (The Rider),
Nomadland features real nomads Linda May, Swankie
and Bob Wells as Fern’s mentors and comrades in her
exploration through the vast landscape of the American
West. ‘The melancholy lyricism of Nomadland is
something truly special, and this quiet marvel of
a film deserves your attention.’ (Little White Lies)

One Day in the Life of Noah Piugattuk

Online

LEEDS TOWN HALL Fri 13 Nov 16:30 & Mon 16 Nov 16:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Bastian Günther | Germany, USA | 2020 | 1hr 59min | English with English subtitles

New Order is a terrifying dystopian thriller tracing
a violent coup d’etat that erupts around a high society
wedding in Mexico City. The young bride goes out
on a mission to help one of the servants and finds
a chaotic scene of riot torn streets splashed with the
symbolic green paint of protesters, aggressively
guarded barricades and dead bodies. The story follows
the collapse of a political system and the merciless toll
of victims on both sides. A frighteningly credible and
compelling vision of an unequal society torn apart.

Nomadland LIFF 2020 Closing Film

In Venues

Official Selection

New Order
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In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Tue 3 Nov 18:00 & Thu 5 Nov 15:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Majid Majidi | Iran | 2020 | 1hr 39min | Farsi with subtitles
Majid Majidi’s critically acclaimed, heartfelt heist film
has its UK premiere at LIFF 2020 after screening in
competition at Venice. A gang of street boys, led by
12-year-old Ali, work hard to survive and support their
families by doing odd jobs and committing petty crime.
One day a local criminal recruits them to find buried
treasure hidden below the Sun school for street children.
To reach the treasure, the boys must first enrol at the
school where they learn some big life lessons. Screening
with the World Premiere of Ben G. Brown’s In Good
Company, a Leeds lockdown story.

In Venues

CITY VARIETIES Fri 13 Nov 19:30 & Sun 15 Nov 13:30 & 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Harry Macqueen | UK | 2020 | 1hr 33min | English

In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Mon 9 Nov 19:30 & Thu 12 Nov 13:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Illum Jacobi | Denmark | 2020 | 1hr 35min | English

A deeply moving story of the unshakeable love
between two women. Having kept their relationship
secret from family members, Nina and Madeline keep
up the pretence of being neighbours, conveniently living
in apartments across the hallway from each other.
As they plan their move away from France to a blissful
retirement in Rome an unexpected tragedy occurs,
and the strength of their love is put to the test. Barbara
Sukowa and Martine Chevallier give phenomenal lead
performances in this beautifully told love story.

The Whaler Boy

In Venues

Online

The Trouble with Nature is a highly original period
drama set in 1769. Arch conservative philosopher
Edmund Burke has fled London, debt collectors
and a midlife crisis to go on a grand tour of the Alps
and rewrite his book on the Sublime. Accompanied
by his long-suffering servant Awak overloaded with
creature comforts from civilised London, the pompous
bewigged Burke is incongruous in the stunning Alpine
scenery. First time director and mountaineer Illum Jacobi
assembles breathtaking cinematography, witty dialogue
and imagery cleverly satirising the romantic ideals
of the period.

The Whaler Boy is a hugely engaging comedy drama
set in the bleak Russian tundra by the Bering Strait.
Teenager Leksha works as a whale hunter in a town
where there’s little else to do and a noticeable absence
of women. The internet is a new arrival and Leksha
starts to obsess over a beautiful blonde woman he finds
on a webcam site. His obsession leads to conflict with
his closest friend and a foolhardy mission to head out
towards Alaska in search of his newfound love.

The Human Voice + Exclusive Pre-Recorded Q&A

In Venues

City Varieties Sun 8 Nov 16:45 & Wed 11 Nov 16:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Pedro Almodóvar | Spain | 2020 | 1hr 16min | Spanish with subtitles & English
Pedro Almodovar’s latest is a perfectly crafted miniature,
a 30-minute short film adapted from a Jean Cocteau
play interrogating the law of desire. Shot in his exquisitely
heightened visual style, the film reveals one beautifully
designed apartment and a heartbroken woman in a red
dress. Playfully exploring emotion and artifice, the film
unfolds with a complex and expressive performance
by Tilda Swinton. Screening alongside a pre-recorded
Q&A with Almodovar and Swinton hosted by Mark
Kermode, discussing the inspirations they drew on for
the film and their plans for the future.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Sat 14 Nov 19:30 & Tue 17 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Philipp Yuryev | Russia, Poland, Belgium | 2020 | 1hr 33min | Russian with subtitles & English

Sam (Colin Firth) and Tusker (Stanley Tucci) have spent
twenty years together and they are as passionately in
love as they have ever been. But in the two years since
Tusker was diagnosed with young-onset dementia, their
lives have had to change. As autumn comes, they plan
a road trip while Tusker is still able to travel, to reconnect
with friends and family and visit the places of their past.
As their trip together progresses, their individual ideas
for their future begin to collide. ‘A sincere and affecting
portrait of two people stoically accepting mortality.’
(The Guardian)

The Trouble with Nature

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 11 Sat 7 Nov 16:30 & Mon 9 Nov 16:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Filippo Meneghetti | France, Luxembourg, Belgium | 2019 | 1hr 39min | French & German with subtitles

Supernova
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Two Of Us

Official Selection

Sun Children LIFF 2020 Opening Film + In Good Company
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Cinema Versa

Cinema Versa encompasses a huge diversity of
extraordinary global themes in this turbulent year.
Documentary film has been immediate in its response
to the Covid-19 pandemic and 76 Days is the definitive
2020 film from the frontline of the earliest days of the
outbreak in Wuhan, China.

David Byrne’s American Utopia

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020
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BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

Cinema
Versa

Elsewhere we have the jaw-dropping tale of North
Korean political intrigue in Assassins and intrigue on a
smaller scale in an Argentine nursing home in The Mole
Agent. There are profiles of two of the greatest filmmakers
of all time, Stanley Kubrick and Andrey Tarkovsky, and
unmissable music docs on industrial music pioneers
Throbbing Gristle and David Byrne’s American Utopia.
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In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 13 Nov 17:15 & Sat 14 Nov 14:30 & 20:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Weixi Chen & Hao Wu | China | 2020 | 1hr 33min | Chinese with subtitles

Movie
Nights.

An essential piece of history in the making and a
landmark film for a strange and difficult year, 76
Days is fly on the wall reportage from the frontline
of the COVID-19 crisis at its outset. Wuhan, China.
A city of 11 million locks down in a rapidly escalating
outbreak. 76 Days compiles raw and intense footage
from the wards of the beleaguered hospitals as the
cases proliferate and shows first hand the resilience
of the health workers and the heart wrenching
struggles of the patients and their families.

Andrey Tarkovsky. A Cinema Prayer

A Cinema Prayer profiles one of the greatest directors
of all time, Andrey Tarkovsky, the Russian mastermind
behind Andrei Rublev and Stalker. Made in a suitably
poetic style by the director’s son, the film weaves
haunting film clips with rare archive video and
contemporary footage of the filming locations, guided
by Tarkovsky’s own words taken from various insightful
interviews. There are also recordings of his father
Arseny’s poetry, a profound influence on the director’s
work. Unmissable for Tarkovsky fans, the film also works
as a great primer for the uninitiated.

New releases, classics
& live theatre.

For full listings & tickets:
leedsheritagetheatres.com

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Sat 7 Nov 11:30 & Mon 9 Nov 19:45 & Wed 11 Nov 17:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Andrey A. Tarkovsky | Italy, Russia, Sweden | 2019 | 1hr 37min | Russian with subtitles

At City Varieties Music Hall

Part of On the Road with the
Hyde Park Picture House.

In Venues

Cinema Versa

76 Days

Assassins

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 6 Nov 19:45 & Sun 8 Nov 17:00 & Tue 10 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Ryan White | USA | 2019 | 1hr 44min | Indonesian, Malay & Vietnamese with subtitles

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

Assassins is a jaw dropping documentary that would
seem far-fetched if it were fiction. CCTV footage
appears to reveal conclusive evidence in the murder
of North Korean dictator Kim Jong-Un’s half brother
Kim Jong-nam in a Malaysian airport, implicating
two young women as the assassins. The shocking
event sparks a captivating global investigation but the
official story doesn’t seem to make sense. Ryan White’s
forensic documentary goes way beyond the headlines,
investigating a wider conspiracy with staggering
implications, not least for two young women
now on death row.
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In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 6 Nov 17:15 & Sun 8 Nov 11:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Phil Collins | USA, Germany | 2020 | 1hr 28min | English

Downstream to Kinshasa

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Sat 7 Nov 17:00 & Mon 9 Nov 14:30 & Wed 11 Nov 14:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Alexander Nanau | Romania, Luxembourg | 2019 | 1hr 49min | Romanian with subtitles & English

Downstream to Kinshasa is a compelling documentary
that follows a group of war survivors from Kisangani.
Civilians maimed in the Six-Day War, a violent conflict
between Ugandan and Rwandan armed forces that
came to a head in their city, twenty years on they
demand justice and the reparations they were
promised. Taking matters in their own hands, they
journey down the Congo River to the capital of
Kinshasa, determined to make their voices heard.
A powerful portrait of human strength and resilience
and a call to remember those who have suffered
at the hands of war.

Kubrick by Kubrick

In Venues

28

David Byrne’s acclaimed theatrical concert is
transformed into a thrilling work of cinema by director
Spike Lee. Filmed in 2019, during its Broadway run at
the Hudson Theatre in New York, American Utopia is
an exhilarating and euphoric musical tour-de-force.
A minimal stage that consists simply of Byrne and 11
accompanying performers, all in sharp grey suits and
barefoot, makes a bold visual impact. Lee elevates
performances of Byrne’s solo material and Talking
Heads hits with dynamic camera angles and close-ups,
fully immersing us in the space. A worthy successor to
Stop Making Sense.

Online

An intimate portrait of one of the world’s most
celebrated and studied directors, Stanley Kubrick.
Drawing on previously unheard recorded interviews,
conducted over three decades by the French film critic
and Kubrick expert Michel Ciment, the film provides
a rare chance to hear the notoriously interview-shy
Kubrick in his own words. Director Gregory Monro
enriches these audio interviews with a wealth of archival
footage and clips from Kubrick’s filmography. Sharing
anecdotes and insights into the creative process, as
well as Kubick’s interests and philosophies, the film
casts new light on the much mythologisied filmmaker.

Meanwhile on Earth

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 6 Nov 14:30 & Sun 8 Nov 20:00 & Wed 11 Nov 20:15 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Carl Olsson | Denmark, Sweden, Estonia | 2020 | 1hr 12min | Swedish with subtitles
When we die, there are still some practicalities that
need to be taken care of before our time among the
living is finally over. Swedish director Carl Olsson leads
us on a stately tour through the ordinary workplaces that
lie behind our final encounter with the ineffable. Shades
of wry Nordic humour emerge as the existential meets
the mundane and the ritualistic meets the routine, in
this contemplative yet oddly comforting film about the
death industry.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

LEEDS TOWN HALL Fri 6 Nov 20:00 & Mon 9 Nov 19:45 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Spike Lee | USA | 2020 | 1hr 45min | English

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Sat 7 Nov 14:30 & Tue 10 Nov 17:15 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Gregory Monro | France | 2020 | 1hr 13min | English

Collective is a gripping documentary revealing
the uncompromising power of investigative journalism.
A tragic fire at Bucharest’s Colectiv club leaves 27 dead
and 180 injured then later more victims die in hospitals
from non life-threatening wounds. Unlikely hero, intrepid
journalist Cătălin Tolontan, who actually writes for
a sports journal, takes the lead in a comprehensive
investigation that uncovers whistle blowers, shocking
state corruption and unprecedented access to the
new health minister’s reform plans. But there are great
obstacles facing all those struggling for justice and a
more accountable government.

David Byrne’s American Utopia

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Sun 8 Nov 14:00 & Tue 10 Nov 14:30 & Thu 12 Nov 14:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Dieudo Hamadi | Congo, Belgium, France | 2020 | 1hr 30min | Lingala & Swahili with subtitles

Bring Down the Walls looks at the prison-industrial
complex in America, the industry that profits from
the expansion of prisons, and juxtaposes it with
the liberating power of house music. Directed by
artist Phil Collins, the film brings together interviews
he conducted with inmates at Sing Sing with
documentation of a unique public art project.
Transforming a New York firehouse into a community
space, the project took the form of a radical school
by day, with talks and workshops, and a euphoric
dance club by night. A space for knowledge sharing
and dancing with abandon!

Collective

In Venues

Cinema Versa

Bring Down the Walls
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In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Sat 7 Nov 20:00 & Thu 12 Nov 17:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Robert Schabus | Austria | 2019 | 1hr 26min | Multiple languages with subtitles & English

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 13 Nov 20:00 & Sun 15 Nov 17:00 & Mon 16 Nov 20:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Maite Alberdi | Chile | 2020 | 1hr 24min | Spanish with subtitles
The Mole Agent is a warm and funny docudrama
and a spy story with a difference. When a client
engages him to investigate suspected elder abuse
in a nursing home, Private Detective Romulo recruits
an 80-90 year old ‘mole’ to go undercover using
a hidden camera in his spectacles. Sweet natured but
befuddled 83-year-old widower Sergio gets the job.
He struggles with the technology and the details of his
assignment but excels at befriending the other residents,
gaining newfound purpose as a confidante to a range
of engaging characters.

Other, Like Me

In Venues

Other Like Me is a fascinating documentary about
COUM Transmissions and Throbbing Gristle, once
dubbed the ‘wreckers of civilisation’, they now seem
like national treasures of British subversive art. Featuring
interviews with central agitators, Cosey Fanni Tutti
and the late Genesis Breyer P Orridge along with many
other contributors. The film also assembles exclusive
archive materials to trace their story from a dingy
squat in Hull in 1970, moving through bizarre and
confrontational street art to the invention of industrial
music and a notorious gig turned riot at the ICA.

Sisters With Transistors is a joyous celebration of
pioneering women in electronic music, featuring the
composers and musicians Daphne Oram, Pauline
Oliveros, Delia Derbyshire, Suzanne Ciani and Laurie
Spiegel among others. Directed by Lisa Rovner and
narrated by Laurie Anderson, the film sheds light on
these vital and untold sonic histories using a wonderful
mix of archival footage, interviews and audio recordings.
This absorbing documentary paints a picture of visionary
artists using electronic technologies as instruments of
liberation, creating and innovating in the face of a
male-dominated music industry.

The Republics

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 12 Nov 14:30 & Sun 15 Nov 11:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Huw Wahl | UK | 2020 | 1hr 23min | English
A true meeting of artists’ minds: drawn from poet
and activist Stephen Watts’ book Republic Of Dogs
/Republic Of Birds, Huw Wahl’s 16mm essay film
evokes the deep spirit of elegy, celebration and
resistance in Watts’ work. Taking as its terrain the
changing landscapes of London’s East End and the
Scottish islands, and the destruction of working-class
culture, The Republics brims with creative energy: ‘A
documentary… whose own poetry speaks as honestly
and eloquently as that of the writer it portrays’ (Gareth
Evans, Moving Image Curator, Whitechapel Gallery).

Where Were We? Documentary Shorts

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 12 Fri 13 Nov 14:30 & Sun 15 Nov 11:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 33min | Multiple languages with subtitles
In this year of disruption and isolation, we bring
you accounts of unsettled identities, personal
discovery and collective action. Colonial legacies
entwine with turbulent presents in stories of disputed
citizenship and secrets in state archives. Tales of
resilience unfold when a prisoner revisits his cell;
residents take to the streets; and a visitor from
Burkina Faso goes to curious lengths to make friends
in Switzerland. And we share joyful moments as a
surfer with Asperger’s surmounts a unique challenge,
and a caretaker celebrates his life’s work: an
enormous scrap-metal gym.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

VUE SCREEN 12 Mon 16 Nov 17:15 & Tue 17 Nov 14:30 & 20:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Marcus Werner Hed & Dan Fox | UK | 2020 | 1hr 32min | English

In Venues

VUE SCREEN 12 Sun 15 Nov 14:00 & 20:00 & Tue 17 Nov 17:00 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Lisa Rovner | UK | 2020 | 1hr 30min | English

Austrian director Robert Schabus makes a timely
and insightful investigation into the crisis of democracy
around Europe and the seemingly unstoppable rise of
populism. He finds a chorus of dissatisfaction across
considerable sections of society which are not reflected
in political representation and are at the mercy
of the marketplace. Laid off French factory workers
bemoan the outsourcing of labour, German jobseekers
have to take poorly paid jobs because of market
reforms, the decline in British national industries fuels
Brexit and Greek austerity programmes are punishingly
harsh for local economies.

The Mole Agent

30

Sisters with Transistors

Cinema Versa

Mind the Gap Democracy Ltd
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Save Yourself!

Fanomenon

leedsfilm.com
@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

The annual Fanomenon all-night horror marathon goes
online with Night-in of the Dead, available on Leeds
Film Player from Friday 13th November. European black
comedies The Columnist and Delete History focus on the
dangers of social media, while Wolfwalkers from the
makers of Song of the Sea and Naoko Yamada’s anime
Liz and the Blue Bird are among the highlights of the
animation programme.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318
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Fanomenon

Fanomenon is the destination for genre fans looking
for the latest in horror, fantasy, sci-fi, action, thriller and
cult films. This year’s highlights include British films The
Reckoning from Neil Marshall, sci-fi epic Dune Drifter
from Marc Price – receiving its world physical premiere,
and Damien Mc Carthy’s feature debut Caveat, a dark
and disturbing psychological horror.

33

Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
Directed by Caye Casas, Alejandro Damiani,Kheireddine El-Helou| Argentina, New Zealand | 2020 | English
In a seedy comedy club, Brandon prepares to present
his final stand-up show. As the crowd warms to his act,
he begins to realise that his fate is inexplicably linked
to the stories that he tells. From a fake exorcism that turns
terrifyingly real to a poignant zombie love story by way
of a battle of wits between mecha-Trump and a chicken,
Asylum is a remarkable anthology of ten twisted horror
and dark fantasy tales from around the world. A perfect
addition to the online Night-in of the Dead programme.

Beauty Water

In Venues

Fanomenon

Asylum Night-In of the Dead

Online

CITY VARIETIES Sun 8 Nov 19:30 & Wed 11 Nov 13:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Cho Kyung-hun | South Korea | 2020 | 1hr 25min | Korean with subtitles
Adapted from a popular webcomic, Cho Kyung-hun’s
animated body horror conveys the murderous lengths
women will go to to be attractive. All her life, overweight
Yae-ji has been treated terribly for her looks. One day
she receives a mysterious skincare sample, called
Beauty Water, that temporarily sculpts her flesh
and transforms her into a supermodel overnight.
Fame, fortune and an attractive boyfriend soon follow,
but her endless addiction to be beautiful only leads
to unspeakable horrors.

Caveat

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Sun 15 Nov 16:30 & Mon 16 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Damian Mc Carthy | UK | 2020 | 1hr 28min | English

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

Isaac, a lonely drifter suffering from partial memory
loss, accepts a strange job looking after Olga,
a psychologically troubled young woman living
in an abandoned house. To ensure her safety, Isaac
is required to wear a harness that limits his movement
around the house but, once left alone with Olga,
Isaac finds himself fighting for his life amidst the
terrifying return of his missing memories. Known
for his cult shorts He Dies at the End (LIFF 2008)
and Hatch (LIFF 2009) Damian Mc Carthy’s debut
feature is a stunningly atmospheric, deeply disturbing,
psychological horror film.
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Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
Directed by Rony Patel | USA | 2020 | 1hr 21min | English

Detention

In Venues

Online

Set in Taiwan in 1962, during the White Terror
martial law period, teenage student Fang and a
classmate visit their high school after dark to try and
solve the disappearance of their friends and teachers
who founded an illegal book club. Plagued by
strange visions and pursued by horrific creatures,
Fang begins to suspect she may have had a role
in the disappearance of her schoolmates. Adapted
from the eponymous video game, Detention combines
psychological horror and historical political drama
to make Taiwan’s repression tangible and remind
us how precious democratic freedom is.

Dune Drifter

Newspaper columnist and author Femke Boot is
suffering from writers’ block and her mood isn’t
improved by the torrent of abuse and death threats she
receives daily on social media. When she discovers that
her obnoxious, loud neighbour is one of the anonymous
people posting vile comments, she snaps and takes
matters into her own hands. As she finds herself able
to write again, she sets out on a mission – track down
the trolls and deliver some swift, polite and deadly
vengeance. A pitch-black whimsical comedy for our
over-connected age.

In Venues

Online

In this hilarious dark comedy, three neighbours in a
provincial suburb are in their own losing battles with
new technologies and social media. Marie is afraid of
losing her son’s respect because of a sex tape. Bertrand
can’t say no to advertising calls and is trying to protect
his daughter who is being bullied online. Christine, after
losing everything because of her TV addiction, wonders
why her rating as an Uber driver is not taking off. These
three lone fighters can’t escape their plights – until they
join forces to declare war on the tech giants.

When a squadron of rookie pilots arrive in the midst
of a space battle they find themselves heavily
outnumbered and outgunned. When a trainee pilot
and her gunner crash land on an alien planet it looks
like they will be marooned unless they can salvage
parts from a nearby ship. However, there is another
survivor – an enemy pilot who is determined to prevent
their escape. With breathtaking cinematography and
visual effects, director Marc Price (Colin, LIFF2008
& Nightshooters, LIFF2019) had to radically rethink
the film’s shoot when COVID-19 restrictions came
in before filming was complete.

Fanomenon Horror Shorts

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Fri 13 Nov 14:00 & Sun 15 Nov 13:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 26min | Multiple languages with subtitles
This year’s selection of horror shorts has an overarching
theme of family, friends and self. Three of the films
are from homegrown UK talent including the motherand-son body-horror Hungry Joe, the light-hearted
fantasy None of the Above about driving test theory,
and the dramatic period western thriller Who Goes
There? From the USA comes Reflection about
a murderous doppelganger, while two sisters regret
finding a deserted rest-stop in Seek. NOM from
Spain about an elderly cyclist’s final ride and bathtime
comedy-horror Under the Lather from France complete
the programme.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sat 7 Nov 19:00 & Mon 9 Nov 15:45 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Benoît Delépine & Gustave Kervern | Belgium | 2020 | 1hr 50min | French with subtitles & English
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In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Fri 13 Nov 20:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Marc Price | UK | 2020 | 1hr 38min | English with English subtitles

LEEDS TOWN HALL Mon 16 Nov 20:00 & Tue 17 Nov 15:30 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Ivo van Aart | Netherlands | 2019 | 1hr 26min | Dutch with subtitles

Delete History

Online

LEEDS TOWN HALL Sat 14 Nov 19:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by John Hsu | Taiwan | 2019 | 1hr 42min | Mandarin with subtitles

A murderous psychopath gets more than he bargained
for when he targets a loving young couple, who may
not be as innocent as they first appear. A night of
bloody, violent chaos ensues as they cross paths with
an overzealous detective, a gang of hardened criminals
and a reclusive sociopath with a taste for power tools.
This feature debut from director Rony Patel starts
out as a home invasion thriller but soon turns
into a bloody, adrenaline-fuelled action horror film
that is the perfect addition to this year’s Night-in of
the Dead programme.

The Columnist

In Venues

Fanomenon

Chop Chop Night-In of the Dead
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In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 11 Fri 13 Nov 16:45 & Sun 15 Nov 11:00 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 28min | Multiple languages with subtitles

The Intruder
LEEDS TOWN HALL Wed 11 Nov 16:30 & Sun 15 Nov 11:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Natalia Meta | Argentina, Mexico | 2020 | 1hr 30min | Spanish with subtitles

Following a traumatic event, voice actress and singer
Inés begins to suffer intense nightmares. To make matters
worse, strange sounds start to appear on her voice
recordings that cannot be explained away. One of her
colleagues suggests that she may have been possessed
by an ‘intruder’ - an invisible, malevolent entity that will
slowly take over her life. As her reality begins to unravel
Inés has to decide whether or not to face her inner
demons. Director Natalia Meta delivers an unsettling
vision of paranoia and possession with exquisite sound
design and haunting cinematography.

From outer space to inner space and the rise of the
robots, we present a selection of possible futures. Eject
from the UK and It’s Okay from the USA use technology
to go deep inside our minds, while The Recycling Man
from Italy and A Better You from Ireland look at how
androids may affect society. Strap yourself in for 80s
throwback action thriller The Speed of Time and be very
afraid for the woman trapped in time in You Will Never
Be Back. Carmentis, a stunningly beautiful space drama
from Australia, completes the programme.

The General With Live Organ Accompaniment

In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Mon 16 Nov 13:00 | FREE
Directed by Clyde Bruckman & Buster Keaton | USA | 1926 | 1hr 7min | English intertitles

Liz and the Blue Bird

Online

With A Silent Voice, Naoko Yamada unveiled her
unique talent for observing the intimate dramas of
adolescence through the strokes of anime for the world
to see. Liz and the Blue Bird continues this exploration
of youth, through the story of two best friends who face
their final year of high school knowing that they’ll have
to go their separate ways soon, a situation reflected in
the musical piece they’re rehearsing with the school’s
brass band. From Kyoto Animation, Naoko Yamada’s
fourth feature anime captivates with its watercolour-style
animation and nuanced characters.

Newly appointed parliamentary candidate,
You-wei Wang and his assistant, Ying-ying Hsiung
are determined to stop the building of a chemical plant
by a corrupt corporation. When a lethal virus spreads
throughout the building, turning the infected into rabid
zombies, You-wei and Ying-ying must try to escape
and lead the survivors to safety. The debut feature from
director I-Fan Wang, Get the Hell Out is a gory
horror-comedy romp that pokes a satirical finger
at politics while turning a spotlight on the rise of rightwing groups, the environment and social media.

Night-in of the Dead

Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
For the first time in twenty years, due to COVID-19,
Night of the Dead isn’t happening. But don’t despair!
Thanks to the new Leeds Film Player, we are able to keep
the tradition alive with Night-in of the Dead! From 11pm
on Friday 13 Nov, you will be able to experience
the infamous all-nighter in the comfort of your own home.
Alternatively, if you prefer to watch them at your leisure,
the films will be available until Thursday 19 Nov.
With four UK premieres and a bonus short film,
Sins of a Werewolf, the line-up is suitable nasty, gory
and good fun - just like Night of the Dead should be!

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
Directed by I.-Fan Wang | Taiwan | 2020 | 1hr 36min | Mandarin with subtitles
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In Venues

CITY VARIETIES Sat 7 Nov 10:00 & Sun 8 Nov 13:45 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Naoko Yamada | Japan | 2018 | 1hr 30min | Japanese with subtitles & English

Buster Keaton’s masterpiece and one of cinema’s all
time greatest comedies. Set during the American Civil
War, Keaton plays Johnnie Gray, a Southern railway
engineer. When Unionist spies steal his beloved train
‘The General’ along with his sweetheart Annabelle Lee
on board, he follows bravely and somewhat foolishly
in hot pursuit. A masterful blend of humour, action
and suspense, The General features stunning
cinematography shot in the mountains of Oregon,
and one of the most memorable chase sequences in film
history that sees Keaton perform his trademark deathdefying stunts. With live organ accompaniment.

Get the Hell Out Night-In of the Dead

In Venues

Fanomenon

Fanomenon Sci-Fi Shorts
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Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
Directed by Mikk Mägi | Estonia | 2020 | 1hr 28min | Estonian with subtitles

The Reckoning
LEEDS TOWN HALL Sat 14 Nov 15:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Neil Marshall | UK | 2020 | 1hr 50min | English

Three city children are forced to spend the summer
on their deranged grandfather’s farm in rural Estonia.
When they accidentally free his prized cow, they learn
that they have 24 hours to recapture it so that it can
be milked, otherwise its ever-expanding udders will
explode causing the lactocalypse. A frenetic adventure
ensues that gets increasingly surreal and scatological
as it progresses, leading to an outrageous,
unforgettable finale. Fans of A Town Called Panic
(LIFF 2009) will love this hilarious and twisted
stop-motion animation based on a popular Estonian
web series.

Train to Busan Presents: Peninsula

In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Thu 5 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Sang-ho Yeon | South Korea | 2020 | 1nr 56min | Korean & Cantonese with subtitles

England, 1665: the Great Plague is sweeping the
land and fear and superstition is rife among the
population. Grace, a recent widow, is falsely accused
of witchcraft by her unscrupulous landlord for rebuking
his sexual advances and is forced to endure a brutal
trial, led by the country’s most formidable Witchfinder
General. As her persecutors try to break her will,
she plots violent revenge against them. Acclaimed
British director Neil Marshall (The Descent, Dog
Soldiers) delivers a shocking account of one of the
darkest times in England’s history.

Relic

The Speed of Time: Fanomenon Sci-fi Shorts
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When Kay’s elderly mother Edna disappears from her
remote country home, she travels to the old, decaying
house with her daughter, Sam, where they discover
evidence of Edna’s increasing dementia. When Edna
mysteriously returns, Kay is concerned that she cannot
recall where she’s been, while Sam is just glad to have
her grandma back. As Edna’s behaviour worsens,
both begin to sense that an insidious presence
in the house might be responsible. Director Natalie
Erika James’ debut is a haunted-house film that portrays
the devastating journey through the real-life horror
of dementia.

Save Yourselves!

In Venues

CITY VARIETIES Thu 12 Nov 19:15 & Sat 14 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Alex Huston Fischer & Eleanor Wilson | USA | 2020 | 1hr 33min | English
Jack (John Reynolds) and Su (Sunita Mani) are a
Brooklyn couple who find themselves dependent
on technology and unable to put down their phones.
Fearing their mindless scrolling may impact their
connection with each other, they seize the chance to
escape to an isolated cabin in the woods, vowing to
unplug from the outside world for a week. Sheltered
from texts and push notifications, they are blissfully
unaware that the planet is under attack. As very
strange events start to unfold, the couple must figure
out a way back to civilization. ‘Delightful from start
to apocalypse!’ (Variety)

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

leedsfilm.com

In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Wed 4 Nov 19:45 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Natalie Erika James | Australia | 2020 | 89min | English with English subtitles

Four years after South Korea’s total decimation
in Train To Busan, the zombie outbreak thriller that
captivated audiences worldwide, acclaimed director
Yeon Sang-ho brings us Peninsula, the next nail-biting
chapter in his post-apocalyptic world. Jung-seok (Gang
Dong-won), a soldier who previously escaped the
diseased wasteland, relives the horror when assigned
to a covert operation on the quarantined peninsula with
two simple objectives: retrieve and survive. When his
team unexpectedly stumbles upon survivors, their lives
will depend on whether the best – or worst – of human
nature prevails in the direst of circumstances.

For most up-to-date
and detailed listings
of all our screenings
and events visit:

In Venues

Fanomenon

The Old Man Movie Night-In of the Dead
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In Venues

LEEDS TOWN HALL Mon 9 Nov 13:00 | FREE
Directed by Buster Keaton | USA | 1924 | 45min | English intertitles

Synchronic

VUE SCREEN 11 Fri 13 Nov 19:30 & Mon 16 Nov 16:30 & Tue 17 Nov 16:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Justin Benson & Aaron Moorhead | USA | 2019 | 1hr 36min | English

Buster Keaton’s homage to cinema is a masterwork
of silent comedy. Keaton stars as a cinema projectionist
and wannabe sleuth who is falsely accused of stealing
from his girlfriend’s father. After falling asleep on the
job, he daydreams his way into the projected film
and plays out his fantasy as the great detective
Sherlock Jr. Keaton’s innovative use of dream sequences
and double exposure led to parallels with the work
of the surrealists. Nearly a century after it was made,
it still has the power to captivate and delight audiences.
With live organ accompaniment.

The Skin

In Venues

Online

Struggling with their own personal problems, best
friends Dennis and Steve are New Orleans paramedics,
whose lives are ripped apart when they discover
a number of horrific deaths linked to a new synthetic
drug, Synchronic, spreading through the local
community. Following the success of their previous films,
Resolution, Spring and The Endless (LIFF2017), directors
Justin Benson and Aaron Moorhead return with their
most ambitious project to date - a mindbending sci-fi
horror with heavy doses of psychological thriller that
once again plays masterfully with the themes of space
and time.

The Twentieth Century

Wouldn’t it be great if you could rewrite history
to make it more entertaining? That’s exactly what
Matthew Rankin has done in his debut feature, as he
reimagines the formative years of former Canadian
Prime Minister Mackenzie King as a series of abject
humiliations. Divided into chapters, we follow King
through an absurd political hellscape as he strives to
reach the top. Using antiquated analogue techniques
and Monty Python-esque animation and humour,
this bizarre biopic plays fast and loose with history
as it riotously roasts both its subject and the political
legacies of Canada.

Araz lives at home with his mother, Marhamat, who
is a witch. When he discovers that she has bewitched
him to stay with her, rather than pursue the woman he
loves, he turns to the village elders for help. As Araz
strives to get rid of the spell and spends more time with
his lover, his mother begins to grow weaker, forcing
him to decide between his heart and his conscience.
The debut feature from the Ark brothers, The Skin is an
Iranian dark fantasy folklore drama musical about love,
magic and superstition.

In Venues

Claire, a lonely hairstylist who wants so desperately
to be anybody but herself, often dreams what her life
would be like if she could swap places with her clients.
Occasionally these dreams turn into nightmares
as the obsessed Claire loses control, with lethal results.
When a new client asks her to do her wedding hair,
Claire struggles to keep her psychopathic tendencies
hidden from her new friend. By making the lead
character a sympathetic psychopath, this female-centric
horror debut from Jill Gevargizian is a fresh take
on the serial killer genre.

Wolfwalkers

In Venues

CITY VARIETIES Sat 7 Nov 13:00 & Sun 8 Nov 10:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Tomm Moore & Ross Stewart | Ireland, Luxembourg, France | 2020 | 1hr 40min | English
The Oscar-nominated animation studio behind The
Secret of Kells and Song of the Sea returns with the
tale of a magical, unlikely friendship between two girls
in 17th-century Ireland. A young apprentice hunter and
her father journey to Ireland to help wipe out the last
wolf pack. But everything changes when she befriends
a free-spirited girl from a mysterious tribe rumoured
to transform into wolves by night. ‘A visually dazzling,
richly imaginative, emotionally resonant production
that taps into contemporary concerns while being
true to its distant origins.’ (Hollywood Reporter)

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

VUE SCREEN 11 Sat 7 Nov 19:30 & Tue 10 Nov 16:45 & Wed 11 Nov 19:30 | £9/£7.50
Directed by Jill Gevargizian | USA | 2020 | 1hr 45min | English
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Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
Directed by Matthew Rankin | Canada | 2019 | 1hr 30min | French with subtitles & English

VUE SCREEN 11 Sun 15 Nov 19:30 & Tue 17 Nov 14:00 | £9/£7.50 (£6 on Player)
Directed by Bahram Ark | Iran | 2020 | 1hr 30min | Persian & Turkish with subtitles

The Stylist

In Venues

Fanomenon

Sherlock Jr. with Live Organ Accompaniment
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For most up-to-date
and detailed listings
of all our screenings
and events visit:
leedsfilm.com

ALWAYS DIFFERENT, ALWAYS THE SAME

DOUGH BOYS PIZZA
PATTY SMITHS BURGERS
LIVE MUSIC
ROOF TERRACE
DJS 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
DAWSON’S ARTHOUSE CINEMA
STREET FOOD
LEEDS’ BIGGEST FREE PARTY

1—1A CROSS
BELGRAVE STREET
LEEDS, LS2 8JP
OPEN FROM
11AM EVERYDAY

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

BELGRAVEMUSICHALL.COM

Relic
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BELGRAVEMUSICHALL

BELGRAVEMUSICHALLANDCANTEEN

BELGRAVE_LEEDS

Good Night
– Film Africa 2020
Baobab Award

Leeds Short
Film Awards

leedsfilm.com
@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

The details of the shorts in each programme are
available on leedsfilm.com.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318
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The short film programmes include seven competitions
as part of the Leeds Short Film Awards including the
Oscar-qualifying International Short Film Competition
and World Animation Competition. We are also
presenting several exciting guest and panorama short
film programmes including screenings of the nominees
for the Film Africa 2020 Baobab Award.

Leeds Short Film Awards

Short films have always been an integral and
popular part of the LIFF experience and this year we
are delighted to announce one of our largest selections
yet, with 180 shorts from new filmmaking talent in
52 countries.
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In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Fri 6 Nov 19:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
6 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 24min | Multiple languages with subtitles
Light and darkness combine in these taut and tense
tales of pressure and success. An Iranian mother
makes a catastrophic error under pressure in a
shopping mall; a Sámi girl exacts brutal revenge
on her attacker; an unexpected event threatens
to undo the job interview preparation of an anxious
young man, a stolen bike in Israel is recovered not
without consequences and we also find ourselves
in Finland amid a family relationship which is vulgar
and absurd yet utterly humane.

Depth Perceptions Experimental Animation Panorama

Leeds Short Film Awards

Black Sun International Short Film Competition 3

Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
10 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 6min | Multiple languages with subtitles
One of the enduring strengths of animation is the
ability to express the inner worlds and obsessions
of its filmmakers. This year, we’re taking a deep
dive into these unusual creations, to celebrate the
magnificently bold and the oddly brilliant. We’ve
selected ten new films from six countries that amuse,
surprise, and push the boundaries of animated film.
From the colourful cosmos of Catgot, we journey
through the disturbing recesses of Lursaguak: Scenes
from Life, and finally plummet into the unimaginable
weirdness of Wong Ping’s Fables 2.

Family Unties International Short Film Competition 6

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Fri 13 Nov 19:45 | £5 (£3 on Player)
6 Shorts | Multiple countries | 1hr 44min | Multiple languages with subtitles

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

The tangling and twisting of family ties in and outside
the household, the workplace and the mean city streets.
This programme takes us on a winding journey with
a blind man through the searing Lisbon heat; back
through letters sent in 1980s Greece; through the
crusading work of a naïve young medic in Hungary; the
seemingly meandering journey of two young Dutch kids
following their father on his rounds; the poetic of smell
and space in an Indian household before finishing amid
the postcolonial, matriarchal culture of rural Jamaica.
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CITY VARIETIES Fri 13 Nov 13:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
In Venues
5 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 30min | Multiple languages with subtitles

Leeds Music Video Competition
Online

We are delighted to host for the first time the Film
Africa Baobab Award for Best Short Film, organised
by the Royal African Society. Established in 2011,
the Baobab Award exists to recognise and support
emerging filmmaking across Africa and its diaspora.
This first programme featuring five award-nominees
includes My Love, Ethiopia that follows the turbulent and
mystical journey of a young girl searching for freedom
after being separated from her family; and DOLÁPOIS
FINE, a coming-of-age story from the UK that is woven
around the politics of hair and identity.

Film Africa 2020 Baobab Award 2 Guest Programmes
In Venues
CITY VARIETIES Fri 13 Nov 16:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
5 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 27min | Multiple languages with subtitles

The second programme of five short films nominated for
this year’s Film Africa Baobab Award includes Egyptian
drama Henet Ward about Halima, a Sudanese henna
artist who is called upon to paint the bride-to-be of a
well-off Egyptian family, but the day does not go to
plan. Ghanaian film Da Yie follows a day in the lives of
Matilda and Prince, two impressionable children as they
encounter Bogah, an adult with nefarious intentions.
Both films are also screening as part of the LIFF 2020
International Short Film Competition.

Glimpses of Maturity International Short Film Competition 1
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From their first golden era as a unique new medium
that went global on MTV, through to major new
releases that receive millions of views within just
hours, music videos have always been a platform
for innovative new ideas buzzing with unbridled
energy. The Leeds Music Video Competition presents
a selection with tremendous variety, ranging from the
locally sourced to the international, with directors and
artists using every creative approach at their disposal.
Artists featured include Idles, Yola, Marika Hackman,
The Breeders, The Cool Greenhouse and more.

Maturity is such a difficult concept, full of shifting
perspectives and many questions. In this programme,
we witness a grieving child querying the relevance
of his faith; a boy wondering if he can temporarily
convert to Islam to experience Ramadan with his
friend; a foreigner in Ghana asking the help of two
energetic kids for his dubious assignment; a tenacious
girl questioning how and why she can ferry a fridge
across the Palestinian border, and how a gentle enquiry
sparks a serious examination of an Ethiopian’s musical
heritage.

Online

CITY VARIETIES Fri 6 Nov 13:00 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 Shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 34min | Multiple languages with subtitles
Leeds Queer Film Festival is proud to be partnering
again with LIFF to select short films focusing on LGBT+
stories. This first programme takes viewers on a journey
from Argentina, where a father tenderly accepts
and supports his trans son, all the way to Sweden
where young queers pull pranks on each other as
they xuberantly celebrate life. In between, there’s
poetry examining queerness and colonialism, an
almost-romance between two men in prison, a woman
mourning the death of her brother by connecting with
his partner, and squatters in a French house with a past.

Leeds Queer Short Film Competition 2
Online

In Venues

In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Fri 6 Nov 16:00 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 Shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 34min | Multiple languages with subtitles
For the third year in a row, Leeds Queer Film
Festival has had the honour of curating the Queer
Short Film programmes for LIFF. This second programme
will take you on a journey from Brazil to Honduras
to Czechia, offering a look at not only the struggles
LGBTQ+ people face on a daily basis, but also the
strength and joy that permeates and defines queer
communities. The selection searches for answers to
questions of identity, parenthood, and finding your
people. As well as what to eat first when faced with
a literal smorgasbord for the senses.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

In Venues
VUE SCREEN 12 Thu 12 Nov 20:00 | £5 (£3 on Player)
5 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 37min | Multiple languages with subtitles

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
19 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 21min | Multiple languages

Leeds Queer Short Film Competition 1
Online

Online

Leeds Short Film Awards

Film Africa 2020 Baobab Award 1 Guest Programmes
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In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Sat 14 Nov 16:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
10 Shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1h 13min | Multiple languages with subtitles

VUE SCREEN 4 Fri 6 Nov 16:45 | £5 (£3 on Player)
In Venues
6 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 40min | Multiple languages with subtitles

From the surreal image of a merman on a rubbish tip
in Kinshasa, to Covid wary, clingfilmwrapped
bodies in an abandoned carpark, this compelling
collection of international dance films explores the many
ways a moving body can tell a story. Whether explicitly
narrative or more abstract, these captivating shorts
all share a specific engagement with choreography,
offering a different take on the short film genre.

Leeds Short Film Awards — The Winners

In Venues

Online

Madness and Civilisation International Short Film Competition 5
Often, but not always, rambunctious in tone, these
films traverse the abattoirs and bouzoukis of the Greek
psyche; the curious entanglement of a Norwegian
businessman and his secret foreign lover; the underbelly
of the rural French countryside; a crazed media-frenzy
after a murder on the Greek-Albanian border;
the hidden depths of the Swiss sunflower-kissed
countryside, and Will Ferrell as a rather convincing
psychiatrist grappling with two very contrasting
patients with the same name.

The Longest Revolution International Short Film Competition 4

Never Gonna Give You Up British Short Film Competition 1

VUE SCREEN 12 Mon 9 Nov 17:15 | £5 (£3 on Player)
In Venues
5 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 25min | Multiple languages with subtitles

CITY VARIETIES Sat 14 Nov 10:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 Shorts | UK | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 24min | English

Online

A provocative programme of films which weaves
through wildly differing forms of female experience.
In Egypt, a henna artist finds herself at the centre
of unwanted attention; a young Mongolian woman
has a revealing encounter with the local shaman;
the heroic and hostile women of Estonia face an issue
when a man attempts to live beyond the age of 40;
a resilient and resourceful teacher in Turkey navigates
both the landscape and patriarchy; and a Senegalese
girl attempts to erase her past in the face of impending
marriage.

Online

In Venues

Online

Our first BAFTA qualifying compilation of British
Short films is an exploration of transformation, growth
and change, as we follow a collection of protagonists,
narratives and visuals, changing and responding
to the tribulations of life. Ranging from the expected
pitfalls of puberty and the subsequent development
of self-expression in the surprising and refreshing ‘The
Song of a Lost Boy’ to the all-encompassing depiction
of trauma and recovery in the sensitive and refreshingly
honest ‘Good Thanks, You?’ Join us to transform your
own understanding of what British short films are!

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

A great chance to see the winners of this year’s
Leeds Short Film Awards together in one programme
of short film wonders. The size and diversity of the
competitions is vast with over 140 shorts selected
from across the world featuring a huge variety of
themes. Our official juries will decide the winners
of the LIFF 2020 Animation, British, International,
Music Video, Queer, Screendance and Yorkshire
short film competitions. We will announce all the
winning shorts on Monday 16 November.

Online

Miniature explorations of the many facets of love
ranging from the potent dynamic between a Taiwanese
woman and her stepson; the quiet intensity of two
Nigerian men in Georgia; the risqué conversations
in a Swiss kitchen; the peaks, troughs and wide-eyed
candour of an early morning drink and drug session;
the complexities of seeking and finding a domestic
lodger; and the sharing of secrets between an Italian
shepherd and his gauche companion.

In Venues
VUE SCREEN 4 Fri 13 Nov 17:00 | £5 (£3 on Player)
6 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 45min | Multiple languages with subtitles

LEEDS TOWN HALL Wed 18 Nov 16:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
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A Lover’s Discourse International Short Film Competition 2

Leeds Short Film Awards

Leeds Screendance Competition
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CITY VARIETIES Sat 14 Nov 13:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
7 Shorts | UK, Ireland | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 26min | English

In Venues

Online

Our second BAFTA qualifying British Short Film
Competition, is a depiction of endurance, survival
and resilience, as our compilation of films shows
characters, stories and imagery withstanding
the complexities and challenges of everyday existence.
Ranging from the acutely relatable yet extraordinarily
surreal representation of grief in the immaculately vivid
‘Sudden Light’ to the unnervingly macabre albeit
surprisingly realistic portrayal of ritualistic self-sacrifice
in the dark yet enthralling ‘Keratin’. Come along
to support and sustain up and coming British filmmakers!

We pick the most outstanding animated short films
from a diverse selection, for our ever popular World
Animation Competition. In this programme, climate
change refugees encounter tigers, in a dystopian vision
of Kolkata, while Stephen Irwin explores his dark side
with Wood Child & Hidden Forest Mother. Every year
one country in particular sends us more fantastic films
than the rest and this year it’s France, with six brilliant
films scattered across the three programmes, such as
Adrien Merigeau’s award-winning Genius Loci,
a hallucinogenic walk through a city at night.

Leeds Corn Exchange, University of Leeds Campus, Leeds Playhouse Gardens,
In Venues
Leeds Art Gallery | £5 | visit operanorth.co.uk for booking details and more information

CITY VARIETIES Mon 9 Nov 16:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
10 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 20min | Multiple languages with subtitles

In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Tue 10 Nov 13:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
12 shorts | Poland | 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 & 2019 | 1hr 36min | Polish with subtitles

In Venues

Online

Our World Animation Competition brings together
animations of every kind, from festival award
winners, to freshly minted graduation short films.
Sometimes delicate, sometimes dark, sometimes even
disturbing, they are always delightful. This programme
includes Marie Jacotey and Lola Halifa-Legrandthe’s
artistically excellent Blue Fear, picked from this year’s
Cannes Official Selection, as well as Finnish director
Niki Lindroth von Bahr’s Something to Remember,
in which felted animals sing about ennui, pain and the
end of the world. Korean animator Leeha Kim wins the
‘cutest fox’ award for Mascot, though.

World Animation Competition 3

In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Mon 9 Nov 16:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
10 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 19min | Multiple languages with subtitles
With 30 films from 20 different countries selected
from hundreds of entries, we present the very best in
contemporary short animated films. The last of our three
unmissable programmes includes films picked from the
official selections of the Locarno, Rotterdam and Berlin
film festivals. Luca Tóth explores unrequited love in Mr
Mare, Max Hattler turns Hong Kong high-rises into film
strips for Serial Parallels and we bring you the hypnotic
and melancholic beauty of machines whirring away
by themselves in a deserted city, in Geoffroy de Crécy’s
Empty Places.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

The Krakow Film Foundation have lovingly curated
a programme that showcases the very best Polish
animations forged by exceptional female filmmakers
over the last 5 years. The programme shines a light
on a myriad of animation styles, colours and techniques,
as we follow a lonely polar bear, some curious lovers,
the destructive nature of virtual reality and an incredibly
contagious sneeze.

Online

CITY VARIETIES Mon 9 Nov 13:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
10 shorts | Multiple countries | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 23min | Multiple languages with subtitles

World Animation Competition 2

Polish Animation Focus

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

In Venues

Opera North Presents La petite bohème Guest Programmes
Be transported to a crisp, winter evening in Paris with
Matthew Robins’ unique animated retelling of Act III
of La bohème. Featuring a newly-recorded soundtrack
by the Orchestra and Chorus of Opera North and
four soloists, this animation will delight both lovers
of La bohème and opera newcomers in equal measure.
The 20-minute animation will be projected onto walls
and buildings across the cities and towns of the North
of England including Leeds. Book a slot, wrap up warm,
grab a pair of headphones supplied by Opera North
and allow yourself to be immersed in this magical
outdoor experience.
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World Animation Competition 1

Leeds Short Film Awards

Never Gonna Let You Down British Short Film Competition 2
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leedsfilm.com

In Venues

Online

CITY VARIETIES Sun 15 Nov 10:30 & 16:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
10 shorts | UK | 2019 & 2020 | 1hr 26min | English
Equally as enthralling as the county it represents,
the Yorkshire Short Film Competition continues
to go from strength to strength, encapsulating the
best of up and coming Yorkshire filmmakers and
their immense talent. The only thing these films have
in common is their sheer brilliance, as the films include
everything from a local Leeds documentary about
a mountaineering bouncer overcoming PTSD in
‘The White Fox’ to the surreal comedy ‘Tyresome’
from the slightly warmer climes of South Yorkshire,
which ends with a surprising bang. Watch Local,
Support Yorkshire Filmmakers!

For most up-to-date
and detailed listings
of all our screenings
and events visit:

A NEW CHAPTER...
COMING SOON.

Ballast: Bristish Short Films Programme 2

www.squarechapel.co.uk

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

leedsfilm.com
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Yorkshire Short Film Competition
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Romy’s Salon

Leeds Young
Film Festival

leedsfilm.com
@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318
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The programme includes the beautifully animated
comedy-drama The Bear’s Famous Invasion of Sicily
– a treat for children and adults alike, fascinating
documentaries including 2040, an eco-doc that looks
at how we can address the climate emergency in
a positive way, and the multi-award winning drama
Romy’s Salon about a young girl dealing with her
grandmother’s dementia. The programme includes
a wonderful selection of films for children of all ages
– even grown up ones!

Leeds Young Film Festival

Following the postponement of Leeds Young Film
Festival earlier this year, we’re delighted to bring
you a selection of the best family films that we
couldn’t screen at Easter.
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Cornucopia Mural, Leeds © Vagabrothers

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sun 8 Nov 16:00 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Damon Gameau | Australia | 2019 | 1hr 32min | English
Concerned about the future for his 4 year-old
daughter, filmmaker Damon Gameau created an
eco doc that looks at how the future could be better
if we embrace ideas and technology that are available
now. Addressing climate emergency in a positive way,
the film looks at how changes in our approach to
energy, agriculture, economy, education and ecology
could transform the world for the better by 2040. As
part of a wider project, the film encourages people
to create their own action plan. Find out more at
www.whatsyour2040.com

Be a
The Arctic Camels

In Venues

Leeds Young Film Festival

2040

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sat 14 Nov 16:00 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Karl Emil Rikardsen | Norway | 2019 | 1hr 17min | Norwegian with subtitles & English

in your own

A documentary about Bor and Bestla, the only
camels in the world that live in the Arctic Circle in the
far north of Norway, and 9 year-old Torarin and his
elder sister, Svalin, whose family own the camels.
When the family discovers that camel training is not
for amateurs they travel to Mongolia to see if they can
locate a professional camel trainer. Finding a suitable
candidate they return to Norway, but soon discover
his methods are at odds with their way of life and
need to find a compromise.

#R ed iscove r L e e d s

The Bears Famous Invasion of Sicily

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sat 7 Nov 15:30 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Lorenzo Mattotti | France, Italy | 2019 | 1hr 21min | French, & Italian with subtitles
In a remote cave, a travelling storyteller recounts
a fascinating tale to his young assistant. Tonio, the
Bear King’s son, is kidnapped by hunters in the Sicilian
mountains. When the harsh winter threatens his people
with famine, King Léonce decides to invade the land
where the men live. With the help of his army and
a wizard, he succeeds and finally finds Tonio. But
he soon discovers that bears are not meant to live
in the land of men. A beautifully animated fairytale
that will captivate people of all ages.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318
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In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sun 15 Nov 10:30 | £5 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Marit Moum Aune & Rasmus A. Sivertsen | Norway | 2019 | 1hr 22min | English

The Lunnis and the Great Fairytale Adventure
VUE SCREEN 4 Sat 7 Nov 10:30 | £3
Directed by Juan Pablo Buscarini | Spain | 2019 | 1hr 23min | Spanish with subtitles

Young boy Marco is fleeing from the terrible wizard
Maga Kahn and his army of ape soldiers, as he’s stolen
a magic diamond that can fulfil wishes at full moon.
Soon, the infamous Captain Sabertooth hears about
the Magic Diamond and decides to take it... However,
he mistakes the keeper of it for one of his former young
pirates, Pinky. After a dangerous journey to Maga
Kahn’s island, Pinky and Marco realise they have more
in common than the need to save the diamond from
both Captain Sabertooth’s and Maga Kahn’s hands.

Cattle Hill

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sat 14 Nov 10:30 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Lise Osvoll | Norway | 2019 | 1hr 5min | English

Fantasy is in danger. The evil Crudo has discovered
a way to destroy the Magic Book that contains
all the stories ever invented by Humanity, leaving
people with no imagination. Mar, a 9-year-old girl,
is designated to save it with the help of her puppet-like
friends, the Lunnis. To do so they must enter the book
itself and beat Crudo in a race through the stories.
Classic characters like Pinocchio, Alice, the Wizard
of Oz and the Pied Piper join in the race to try
and ensure the survival of the stories forevermore.

Rocca Changes the World

In Venues

Online

Online

In a dystopian future, a dictator rounds up all the
‘ugly’ children to make the country a ‘better’ place.
Using propaganda and alt-truth to convince the
population that this is a good idea, children across
the nation are sent to special schools, which turn out
to be internment camps. Led by Paul, a boy with big
ears, several of those identified as ugly fight back using
social media and attempt to overthrow the corrupt
regime. A stark warning against the rise of the far-right
and the power of activism and social media.

Rocca is a unique 11 year-old girl with a gung-ho
attitude to life. As her father is an astronaut on the
International Space Station, she is sent to live with
her grandmother in Hamburg. At school she struggles
to conform and challenges the things that she sees
as unjust. When her grandmother is hospitalised Rocca
is left home alone and must find a way not to be taken
into social care, while at the same time using social
media to tackle bullying at school and the attitude
to the homeless people in the town.

Romy’s Salon

In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sat 14 Nov 13:00 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Mischa Kemp | Netherlands, Germany | 2019 | 1hr 30min | German & Dutch with subtitles
Romy’s mother has to work a lot. That’s why Romy
goes to her grandmother every day after school.
If you think that sounds like fun, then you’re wrong,
because Grandma Stine is very busy working in her
hairdressing salon, and is very strict. But everything
changes when Romy discovers a totally different,
and worrying, side to her grannie’s character.
Winning a slew of awards at festivals across
Europe, Romy’s Salon deals with the difficult
subject of dementia in a thoughtful and innocent
way, as seen through the eyes of a child.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

VUE SCREEN 4 Sun 15 Nov 15:30 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Jonathan Elbers | Netherlands | 2019 | 1hr 30min | Dutch with subtitles
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In Venues

VUE SCREEN 4 Sun 8 Nov 13:00 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Katja Benrath | Germany | 2018 | 1hr 40min | German with subtitles

Klara is a young city calf with a big dream of
becoming a musical star. One day she receives
a letter from her father whom she has not heard from
for many years. Believing him to be a famous rock star,
Klara travels immediately to the countryside to meet
him, but discovers that he is actually a humble farmer
and worse, is suffering from some kind of hallucinations.
Concerned for his sanity, Klara must get to the bottom
of the strange goings-on, save her father and still find
a way to become a star.

The Club of Ugly Children

In Venues

Leeds Young Film Festival

Captain Sabretooth and the Magic Diamond
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In Venues

Online

VUE SCREEN 4 Sun 8 Nov 10:30 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Vladimir Nikolaev | Russia | 2019 | 1hr 14min | English

Team Marco
VUE SCREEN 4 Sun 15 Nov 13:00 | £3
Directed by Julio Vincent Gambuto | USA | 2019 | 1hr 30min | English

The united village of sheep and wolves leads its
steady and peaceful life until two unexpected guests
suddenly arrive - a Polar fox and a small ewe. Hot on
their heels comes a pack of wild wolves who plan to
destroy the village and eat the sheep. Grey, the new
leader of the united tribe, now has to convince the sheep
and wolves that you can deal with any big problems
or serious challenges only by working together —
because power is in unity! A sequel to the equally
entertaining Sheep and Wolves (LYFF 2019).

Snow White and the Magic of the Dwarfs

Online

See Leeds Film Player for rental details, platform live during LIFF 2020
Directed by Ngo The Chau | Germany, Czech Republic | 2019 | 1hr 30min | German with subtitles
After her father’s death, Snow White is at the mercy
of her self-loving stepmother. Locked in a tower
by the evil queen, Snow White repeatedly escapes
and secretly helps the old blacksmith. There she meets
Prince Kilian, who immediately falls in love with her.
When the queen’s plan to marry Snow White to a rich
noble backfires, she plots to kill her but Snow White
is rescued by seven dwarfs, while Prince Kilian searches
for her throughout the kingdom. An action-packed
retelling of the famous fairytale, with a nod to Game
of Thrones.

Sune: Best Man

In Venues

In Venues

Promised a trip to Epcot by his estranged father
if he reaches level 100 of a new computer game,
12 year-old Marco plans to do nothing else all summer
but play on his computer. When his elderly grandfather,
“Nonno”, moves into the house, Marco’s plans are
scuppered. Forced to play outdoors and spend time
with his grandad, Marco learns there’s more to life
than gaming, while his grandfather realises that some
technology is helpful. Team Marco is the first film
to be shot entirely on location on Staten Island
in New York.

Leeds Young Film Festival

Sheep and Wolves: Pig Deal

For most up-to-date
and detailed listings
of all our screenings
and events visit:
leedsfilm.com

Online

Rocca Changes the World
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Sune is going to be his grandfather’s Best Man but
when he discovers that the wedding is on the same
day as the class trip, he decides to try and do both,
with hilarious results. With everything going wrong
his mum bumps into an old flame, his dad falls foul
of the law and it looks like the wedding may be off.
With questionable advice from his future self, can
Sune make the right decision and fix everything?
Welcome to the Andersson family who put the
‘fun’ in dysfunctional.

BOX OFFICE
0113 376 0318

@leedsfilmfest
#LIFF2020

VUE SCREEN 4 Sat 7 Nov 13:00 | £3 (£3 on Player)
Directed by Jon Holmberg | Sweden | 2019 | 1hr 28min | Swedish with subtitles
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Making it happen
behind the scenes.
We know running a cinema is hard work. Think of us as the experts
who can take care of all the time-consuming stuff on your behalf,
whilst keeping you in control.

Marketing &
Social Media

Film Programming
& Booking
Tailored programs for your
specific market
The best film rental terms &
stipulations negotiated

Custom designed website
Social media management
Graphic design materials

Point of Sale &
Operations

Cinema Consultancy
Assistance with cinema
upgrades
Event support & programming
Expansion research

Veezi partnership - low
credit card processing rates
Customer loyalty program
POS support and
programming

Theater Management System & Projection Service

hello@INDYcinemagroup.com

INDYcinemagroup.com
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